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I . Introduction 

The growing interert in corporate structure and governance practices around the 

world has also reached Latin America, both from posilive and normative perspectives. 

In particular, the Chilean case presents at least three interesting features that make its 

study especially relevant in tenns of policy recommendations for this country and others 

in the region. First, the Chilean corporate structure presents highly concentrated 

ownership and widespread presence of conglomerates that use pyramid structures to 

separate cash from control. Second, hom the legal point of view, the Chilean system 

has a civil origin with inexistent self-regulation practices regarding capital markets. 

Recently, an amendment to Securities Market Law and Corporation Law, better known 

as the OPA Law, was passed with the intention to improve corporate governance in 

Chile. Finally, the Chilean capillil market is relatively developed with a large 

participation of institutional investors for more than two decades. 

In addition, the identity of controllers has been changing during the last few years. 

Although domestic families are still very important players, control bas been passing to 

teams of executives and to foreign companies. Tu mosl cases, the only relevant minority 

shareholders are instilutiunal invertors, both domestic and ·foreign. 

Family business is commonly viewed as a second-best solution to agency 

problems related to the potential expropriation of shareholders by managers. In 

countries with poor shareholder protectioll, the owners of companies prefer to hold on 

to control, even if an outsider would be mo:'c appmpriated to manage the [\TIll. The 

agency problem in the relationship parent/son is assumed to be less importanl than in 

the relationship owner/manager because of trust and because the prospect of succe::;sion 

helps to align incentives between the parent (principal) and hislher son (agent). 

In this paper 1 provide a summary description of corporate structure in Chilean 

finns and explain the evolution of conglomerates and capital markets in Ihe Chilean 

economy. Specifically, I look at the control mechanisms and the idcntity of controllers 

of listed non-financial companies in Chile. Using a database developed by Lcfort and 

Walker (2000, 2003b), r look at the relationship bctween family ownership and control 

and market valuation of listed firms in Chile. I perform panel data regression analysis 

to estimate the impact of proxit:s of corporate governance practices at the ti.rm level and 
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family ownership on Tobin's q measure of corporate valuation. I find that firms mostly 

owned and managed by families tend to pn.:scnt lower market valuation after controlling 

for other variables. 

Section II of the paper discusses the Olcoretieal and empirical literature, and 

reviews the main hypothesis related to the effect of family control on firm performance. 

Section 1lI describes the daLa seL employed. Section IV and V give a summarize view 

of corporate structure and the legal framework in Chile. Section VI presenLs Lhe 

empirical procedure and results. Section VII conc\uges. 

II. Conceptual Framework and Working Hypothesis 

It is well known by now that, against popular wisdom, the standard Bearlc and 

Means (L936) firm characterized by dispersed ownership is a rare phenomenon in most 

economies (La Porta, Lopez...de-Silanes, Shleifcr and Vishny, 1999), and certainly in 

Latin American economies. 

Lefort (2003a) provides a simple measure of ownership concentration for Latin 

American countries obtained by looking at the percentage of shares held by the largest 

shareholders of a set of companies. The evidence [s clear. The largest single 

shareholder in these firms holds, on average, 53% of totaJ shares, and the five largest 

shareholders add up to almost 80% of total shares. This evidence probably 

undereslimates aCLual ownership concentration for two reasons. On the one hand, the 

large firms considered in the sample tend to be less concentrated than smaller firms and, 

on the other lland, usually several of the five largest shareholders represent, in fact, the 

same beneficial ovvner. 

In addition, most frons in emerging economies are linked in some way or another 

to an economic group or conglomerate that exercises tight control over the finn and 

owns a large fraction of its shares. The identity of controllers has been changing during 

the last iew yea.rs. Although domestic families are slill very important players, control 

has been passing to teams of executives and to foreign companies. In most cases, {he 

only relevant minority shareholders are institutional inveSlors both domestic and foreign. 

Lefort (2003a) also presents evidence regarding the identity of controllers in large listed 

Latin American companies, the degree of affiliation to conglomerates and the extent of 

the separation of cash flow and control rights. His results show two interesting features. 

First, family owned firms in most Latin American economies are the predominant form 

of corporation even among large listed firms. However, during the last 5 to 7 years, 
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there has been an important increase in foreign owned companies. The case of 

Argentioa is remarkuble presenting a majoriLy of companies foreign controlled. Second, 

on average, alrno:;t 80% of large IisLed filTlls are affiliated to an economic group. 

Although, these groups use very different forms to exercise control, they all tend to hold 

a large fraction of cash flow righLs of the companies they controL 

Two main features of conglomerdtcs or "grupos" are keys to understand the 

strengths and weaknesses of these very common corporate structures. On the one band, 

although conglomerates may be structured in different ways, they tend to be used to 

effectively separate cash froo\ conJrol Tights. That i�, the controlling shareholders of a 

conglomerate usuaJly achieve disproportionate voting power through pyramids, dual 
class shares and cross holdings, retaining control of the affiliated companies but 
leveraging their cash investments in those companies. 

On the other band, conglomerates are chanu:terized by the lack of separation 

between ownership and malUlgerial activity. That is, it is generally the case that 
affiliated finns are not only controlled but effectively managed by their owners. In 
many cases, especially in emerging economies, the owners are parl of the founder 

family of the company. 
[n this section. 1 briefly review hoth the theoretical and empirical literature on 

conglomerates and family business and discuss the main conclusions regarding 

incentives structure and finn economic performance. 

1. Conglomerates 

A growing literature in corporate governance and corporate strategy has shiiteu 
its focus away from the standard agency problem between managers and dispersed 

shareholders, ;md looked closely to the relationship between minority and majority 

shareholders. This is especially relevant in the case of emerbring economies such as 
Chile. In particular, it hlls been argued that ooncentrated structures or economic groups 

are prone to carry inefficient invc�tment and generate minority shareholder 

expropriation, especially when the controlling shareholders of these groups exercise 

control through complex mechanisms such as pyramid schemes, cross-holdings and 

dual class shares. In those cases, the agency problem is exacerbated because, on the on.c 
hand, ownership concentration insulates the controller from the market for corporate 
control, and on the other hand, control is executed by n shareholder that holds a 
relatively small fraction of the cash-flow rights (Bebchuck [1999] and Wolfenzoll 
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[1999]). An incomplete list of papers analyzing the effect of conglomeration in 
corporate goverruuJ.ce and film performance in emerg ing economies includes Khanna 

and Palepu (1999), Ghemawat and Khanna (1998) and Lefori and Walker (t 999b, 2000) 

for the case of Chile, Valadares and Lea I (2000) tor Broz.il, Castaneda (2000) for 
Mexico, Khanna and Palepu (1999a, b, c) for India, and Claessens et aL (1999. 2000) 

for most East Asian economies (and Chile). 

Interestingly, many of these studies recognize that one of the most salient 

characteristics of conglomerates in emerging economies is that they are pcrsi�1enl i.n 
1ime. and able to adapt to most changing situations. K.hanna and Palepu (1999) for 
India and Chile and Lefort and Walker (1999b) for Chile have shown that 

conglomerates have been able to grow and increase their scope and self-intermediation 

practice!! even during times of fierce economic reform and deregulation. This kind of 

evidence has supported a more favorable view of conglomerates in emerging economies 

sustaining that econoollC groups arc a natural and efficient way for firms to deal with 

imperfect capital markets, poor institution:>, corruption and other imperfections that 

plague emerging economies. In this context, economic groups arise in order to fill the 

voids left by (or to take advantage of) poor institutions. In particular, internal capital 

markets, that i::;, the headquarters allocation of funds to the different business units of 

the conglomerate creates value in a credit constrained world (Stein [1989]). Other 
fmancial synergies arise because of the possibility for conglomerates to liquidate assets 

of specific units in response to a general downturn (Shleifer and Vishny [1992]), and 

because of risk diversification that might be valuable to investors in economies with 
imperfect capital markets. There are also operational synergics generated through 

conglomeration. They might be related to economies of scale and scope in product and 

factor markets arising becau.�e of poor basic services like power, postal or others. It 
might be also related to poor consumer protection and the advantage of group brandlng. 

Onc of the most cited reasons for conglomerates in emerging markets is the advantage 

they create to dcal 'with a corrupt government, a highly regulated economy and a poor 

judiciary system (Khanna and Palepu [1997]). 

We have now a better understanding about the ownership and control structure of 

firms in most emerging economies, and we have at least two competing conceptual 

frameworks in order to explain thc' costs and benefits of conglomcrntes in emerging 

markets. Tt is not surprising, then, that an empirical literature has developed to try to 

ascertain whether the aftiliaticn to a conglomerate constitutes good news for investors. 
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Some of the most important contributions trying to explain the perfonnancc of business 
groups in emerging markets include: Khanna and Palepu (l999a, 199%) find that group 

affiliation improves finn economic performlll1ce in "India and Chile. They also find that 

the degree of diversification of the conglomerate increases performance only after it has 

reached a certain tlueshold. Khana and Palepu (I 999c) Hnd that in Chile and fndia the 

performance of groups increased after economic reform was performed, indicating that 

part of the benefits of affiliation are not related to poor economjc environment. Khanna 
and Rivkin (2000) look at firms in 18 emerging economies fmding that affiliated firms 
perfonn bel1er in 6 countries, worse in 3 and equally in 5. They also find that returns of 
firms belonging to the same conglomerate tend to move more closely when compured to 

other firms. Claessens, Djankov and Klapper (1999) find that East Asian group 

structures arc used 10 diversify risks, while Claessens, Ojankov, Fan and Lang (1999) 

show that East Asian firms affiliated to conglomerates present a 4% avc{"d.ge value 

discount. and that this discount arises in fL."T1ls whose owners have more voting than 

cash-flow rigb.ts. Thomsen and Pedersen (2000) look at the 435 largest European 

companies and find that ownership concentration has a non-linear relationship with 

performance, where too much concentration reduces performance. Finally, Lefort and 
Walker (2003) find preliminary evidence for Chile that ftI'm affiliation lo a group tends 

to decrease Gnn voJ.ue and that this effect is partially reduced when there is little 
separation between cash flow and control rights. 

2. Family Business 

In this paper, J wnsider that a family business is a company in which a majority 
of shares are held directly or indirectly by members of a family or clan and, more 

importantly, a company whose manager are also members of that family. We now 

know that family business is pervasive: around the world not only at the small !inn leveL. 
La Porta, Lupez-de--Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny (1999) looked at the ownership 

structure of the 20 largest listed ftnns in 27 relatively wealthy economies. They found 
that, on average, famillcs exercise control in 30% uf these companies. This figure is 
much higher for the Latin American economies of ,the sample: 65% in Argentina and 
100% in Mexico. Moreover, the authors show that overall, in 70% o[ this very large 

fumily owned companies, family members were directly involved in top management 

positions. 
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Despite this evidence, it is generally accepted that, in a frictionless world Witll 
perfect markets, there is no reason for owners to mallage their own firms. In such a 
world, owners should select managers based only on their managerial talent regardless 

of any type of family relationship. Hence, while the allocation of cash flow rights 
should depend on the distribution of wealth and on risk diversification considerations, 

the allocation of managers to finns should depend on the distribution of manageriaJ 

talent. I For instance, Lucas (1978) argues that in a perfect world more talented 
managers should manage larger assets. 

Then, why is it so common to find family owned and managed firms in most 

countries around the world? The answer has to do with economic incentives, 

asymmetric information and a second-best solution to agency problems related to the 

potential expropriation of shareholders by managers. In this context, Sw-kart, Panunzi 

and Shleifcr (2002) argue that: in coul)tries with poor shareholder protection, t
.
he owners 

of companies prefer to hold on to control, even if lID outsider would be more 

appropriated to manage the fum. In additon, Charoi (2001) argues that there is less of 
an agency problem in the relationship parent/son than in the relatio()ship owner/manager. 

This is mainly because of trust and because the prospect of succession hcJp� to align 

incentives between the parent (principal) and his/her son (agent). 
An interesting perspective to this discussion arises when one considers the 

possibility that the heir is actually WltaJt:nted. Caselli and Gennaioli (2002) 

convincingly argue that unless managerinl talent is highly <..'orrelated across generations 

and, therefore, the distributions of wealth and managerial talent coincide, "it is 

inevitable that assets will sooner or later end up in the WTOng hands." Supporting this 
assertion, Morck, S1rangcland and Yeung (2000) find that a swnple of Canadian finns 
managed by family members of the founder under perform similar US firms with 

dispersed ownership. 

m. Datn Sources and Methodology 

The data base was constructed using several sources. Complete accounting and 

financial infonnation is provided by the FECUS plu.<; database prepared by the Santiago 

Stock Exchange for all listed companies. )n some cases it is necessary to either contact 

finns directly or 10 use other public records in order to complete missing information. 

1 See CnscJli and Gennaioli (2002) for an excellent discussion of family business, dynastic 
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1b.is database also provides information about main shareholders, board members and a 

set of corporate features and policies. Some historical market infonnation for these 

companies can be ob1ained from ECONOMATlCA or directly from the Santiago Stock 
Exchange. The SVS (main supervisory entity) provides data 011 corporate actions and 

material information reported to the SVS. The "Official Gazzette Database" (Diruio 

Oocial) allows identifying beneficial ownership of the different investment companies 

used by the controllers of Chilean listed companies. Tlus information is an important 

input in the conglomerate consolidation procedure. 

In this paper I usc the data base of Lefort and Walker (2000,2003) that considers 
the universe of Chilean corporations rcgistc;cd at the Superintendencia de Valores y 

Seguros (SVS) for the years 1990, 1992, 1994, 1996, 1998, 2000 and 2002. The 

database comprised a total of 246 public companies listed at least one year dwiog the 

period considered. In previous work, we looked at th� balance sheets and shareholder 

identitication information submitted by these firms to the SVS, and used this 
information to build the "chains of property" that characterize Chilean conglomerates 

through a detailed analysis of groups' direct and indirect holdings in each corporation. 

Through this procedure we obtained consolidated economic balance sheets at the group 

level, allowing us to !J..void double counting certain investments. We also constructed 
economic balance sheets at the individual firm level. 

The first step in building the chains of property consists in identifying 
corporations associated to specitic conglomerates. I use the de1inition of group as in 
Lefort and Walker (2003) and extend it for the year 2002, comprising approximately 50 

different economic groups of very diverse nature in terms of siLl!, number uf public 

companies controlled, identity of controller and others. 

There are two considerations regarding the sample of conglomerates. First, this 

datBbllSe does not include banks or other fmancial institutions like pension fund 

administrators and insurance companies, which probably tends to underestimate the 

importance of groups. However, since groups cannot consolidate their activities around 

a bank, these holdings would just have to be added to tlle total without any additional 

wnsolidation. Second, it also excludes groups that are only comprised of "closed" 

(nol1-public) companies that are not consolide.ted by any public company. It may well 
be the case that a group in the sample has only one public company. Because of data 

------ .. _-- - ----------
management and economic performancc. 
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limitations, we were not able of consolidating the non-public companies belonging to 
the groups in the sample. 

As in previous studies, for each conglomerate in the sample [ constructed a 

.consolidated balance sheet identifying the consolidated debt and equity flgures. In 

order to compule capital structure fLgures for Chilean corporations I value equity at 

market prices at the end of the year when possible. An important aspect of the 

consolidation procedure is the identification of all companies controlled by a group. In 

most cases, these companies are linked through pyramid schemes that must be properly 

identified in order to avoid double cOWlting group assets. 

As Lefort and walker (2000) showed, pyramid schemes are the most conunon 

way of achieving control in Chilean conglomerates, since cross-holdings are forbidden 

by law and dual class shares are relatively rare. In order to determine minority and 

controlling shareholders' inveslments in subsidiary and parent companies, as Lefort and 

Walker (2000), I use the informalion about the 12 most important stockholders provided 

by corporations to the SVS and the "Dinrio Oficial" (0 idcntify the owners of 

investment companies among the 12 largest shareholders of each corporation, 

associating them to different groups. 2 Therefore, the consolidated balance sheets of 

conglomerates consider also privately held iuvestment companies (level 0 firms) under 

the assumption that they hold no debt. It is possible that these calculations 

underestimated the controlling shareholders' stake, since some of the group holdings 

may be materialized through investment vehicles that do not appear among the 12 

largest shareholders. However, considering that the 121h largest shareholder holds on 

average less than one percent of total shares, and that the 12 largest investors usually 

hold ut least 80% of the company shares, it is very unlikely that this may introduce a 

substantial bias. 

In the following sections J will summarize the most recent findings using this 

database. 

2 When an inve�tment company holds only shares of corp()ratiolls·of a particular group, we take 
that investment company as all inw�iment vehicle of the group. Thcir shares are, therefore, 
considered part of the controlling shareholden' �rakc ill the holding. 
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N. Economic History and Conglomerate Structure in Chile 

1. Events That Have Shaped Corporate Structure in Chile 

There are several important economic and political events that have to be 
considered in order to understand the way that Chilean conglomerates have evolved 

through time. 3 Until 1973 capital markets as �uch did not really exist in Chile. 

Firumcial repression and credit rationing gave the rationale for the extensive use of 

internal capital markets and the subsequent apparition of bank-centered groups. In the 
mid-seventies, the first round of privatization took place at relatively attractive prices, in 

the context of a recently liberalized economy, a naIve legal environment and primitive 

capital markets. This gave incentives to the creation of significantly indebted groups or 

eonglomeratm.. Following this period, the 1982 debt crisis is perhaps one of the most 

important events that have shaped the way in which Chilerul corporations are organized 

even today. The crisis ml::ant that most bank-based conglomerates became bankrupt. In 

addition, many important regulations were adopted as a consequence of the crisis. The 

debt crisis also implied that most producti ve firms were back in the hands of the state. 

The second privatization rOWld is another important event. It took place during 

the mid-eighties, implying some degree o� equity market development, fueled by local 

pension funds and foreign inves1ment funds. Important efforts were made in order to 

achieve (\ wide investor base (capitalismo popular). In theory, privatization of state

owned ftnns is likely to have important effects on the development of capital markets. 
Firms that before relied on centralized credit allocation may now opt fOT the bond and 

stock markets. Also, if the privatization process purposely considers a vast dispersion of 

property, higher transaction volumes in stocks are expected. 

Perhaps the most important economic event in terms of shaping financial markets 
and explaining capital markets evolution in Chile was the curly pension fund reform. 

Since its inception in the early eighties.., significant pension funds have been 

accumulated in Chile, representing an important source of funds for companies that are 

channeled through the Chilean financial system. 4 Pension fund refonn introduced a 

new actor, institutional minority investors, which have become a relevant counter 

weight to controlling shareholders. In addition. pension refonn has meant that 
economic authorities have frequently had 10 modernize thc existing regulations and 

3 Some of these issues lire explained in dctllil in Lefcrt and Walker (2000a) 
4 Eyzaguirre y Lefort (2000) also refer to the close relationship between ecooomic growth and 
asset accumulation in Ch i Ic. 
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institutions, trying lo improve minority shareholder protection and cap ital markets 
functioning and supervision, among other issues.s 

2. A Brief History of the Evolution of Chilean Conglomerates 
Conglomerates have been the traditional business structure in Chile for a long 

time. Their origins and evol ution importantly respond to the political and economic 

events described earlier. During tbe first half of the 20th century a number of large 

state-owm.--d. corope.nies were created in the context of a national plan of industri alization 

under the supervision of a public entity (CORFO). The privatization of these 
companies that look place much l ater gave origin to several of today's conglomerates. 

In addition, responding to financ ial repression and seeking cheap credit, several groups 

were created around banks during the fifiies.6 The socialist period of 1970-73 imposed 

severe conditions to the development and continuity of groups. However, Dahse (I979) 

and Gonzatez ( 1 978) identify for 1 978 more or less the same groups as previous studies, 
al though some important changes in property and new associations had taken place. 

During the late seventies, the first round of pri valiwtion pro vided a new push to 

the cre.ation of economic groups, mostly around banks.7 However, the 1 9&2-83 bank 

crises implied. a large shock for groups. B:mk failures and state intervention caused ilie 
disappearance of several conglomerates, l ike Vial and BBC, and the reduction of others 

like Cruzat-Larrafn. New laws and regulutions, put in place in response to the debt 

crisis, greatly red.uced the importance of banks for future groups. 

The second privatization round thL'l.t took place during the mid-to-late eighties 
produced an upsurge of new groups. The privatization process was implcml."Tlted partly 

with the purpose of achieving disperse firm ownership. Pension funds were al lowed to 
buy equity for the first time, but el igible firms had to adopt important statutory 

restridions, particularly in terms of ownership concentration. Yet economic groups 

rapidly took control over most newly privati.,;ed finns. The large size or lhe firms being 

privatized in some cases implied associations 0 f Chilean with foreign companies. 8,� 

5 See Walker and Lefort (200 1 ). 
6 Paredes and Sanchez (1994) summari7.e several studies regarding the evolution of groups over 
the years. Lagos (1 96 1)  id entities eleven large groups, al l  related to banks in 1958. For 1 966. 
Garreton and Cisternas (1 970) identify 1 9  ndditional groups, most of them presumably small



family groups. 
7 The most important groups that appeared in thot period were Cru7...8.t-Larraill, BHC, and Clare. 
See Hachettc and LUder� ( 1992). 
8 Like Carter-Holt in the cnse of the Angelini group . 
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Only three groups have been present since the sixties: Matte, r'\ngeHini and Luksic.IO 
However, eleven oC the twc! v e  groups that were present in 1988 were still present in 
1 998.  This is JUS! an Indication that this period of high economic growth encouraged 
the appearance of new conglomerates. The stability in their number from 1996 on, 

jointly with the wave of acquisitions and the 1 999 recession implied a reduction in the 
number of conglomerdtes. Since 1996 an increasing number of foreign corporations 

acquired domestic firms traditionally controlled by Chilean family business groups. 

3. Control and Capi tal Structure of Conglomerates in Chile 

Unlike the U.S. and the U.K.., corporate ownership in Chile is characteri7.ed by 

the high degree of ownership concentration. Fu.r1herrnorc, like in most emerging 
economics the identifying feature of corporate structure in Chile is the generalize 

presence of complicated stmctures or conglomerates called "grupos". tefort and 
Walker (2003) hypothesize that the presence of "grupos" in Chile and some of their 
features arc related to our past economic history and specifically to the events described 

earlier in this section. In this sub-section we summarize recent fUldings regarding 

control and capital structures of Chilean conglomerates, and relate them, when possible, 

to some of the events previollSly discussed. 

A. Control Mechanisms 
Lefurt and Walker (2000) look at several dimensions of control in Chilean 

conglomerates. Chilean conglomerates use mostl y simple pyramid structures to 

separnte control from cash flow rights.  Chilean Corporations Law prohibits cross-

holdings amI, although allowed, dual cl.ass shares are n:lalively rare in Chilean 

corporations. As of December 200 1 ,  only 8 percent of Chilean lis led companies have 
dual shares. Table I ,  extracted from Lefort and Walker (2000) indicates that Ch i lean 
groups use relatively simple pyramid structw·cs where it is rare to fllld 4 layers of public 

corpordtions consoli dated. However, the table clearly indicates that the number of 
layers used by groups has increased during the nineties. By 1 990, only 13 percent of 

public corporatiuns affiliated to groups were second or higher level. This figure 

9 For 1 993, Pllrede� and SaJlchez (\ 994) identify seventeen major groups, \ 0 ofwltich Bre new 
and relalL:d with the second privatization round. 
10 Paredes and Sanchez (1 994) interpret this evidence as sigllificaot mobililY and no barriers to 
entry or exit of groups. 
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increased to almost 35 percent by 1998.  It is important to keep in mind, that although 

Chilean conglomerates are formed through relatively simple pyramid schemes of pub lic 

companies, it is not always easy to ascertain the way the pyramid structures arc 

controlled. The reason is that there are very few people among the largest shareholders. 

Controllers of these structures hold shares trough private hoJcling companies with 

fantasy names that participate at all lcvcls of the pyramid structure making very difficult 

to ascertain ultimate ownership 10 investors and regulators. 1 I  

Table 1 

Pyramid Schemes 

Corporations Co rp<lraJ.i 0 n s Corporations Corporations 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

1 990 93 1 3  0 0 

87.7% 12.2% 

1 994 1 24 4S 2 
72.0% 26.6% 1 . 1 %  0.5% 

1 998 96 40 5 2 
67.1% 27.9% 3 .5% 1 .4% 

Source : LeIorl ,md Walker (2000) 

In spite of t.hcsc problems, Chilean conglomerates are relatively simple. An 

interesting hypothesis is that the simplicity of these structures is due to legislation put in 
place in order to protect pension funds frOIll �xpropriation. However, since tax laws in 
Chile allow tax credits on dividend payments, pyramid structures are not penalized by 

tax considerations. Another consideration regarding the control structUT'CS of Chilean 
conglomerates is that hecause Chilean banks are forbidden to ho{d company shares, 
groups arc: structured around holding companies instead of banks. That nonn is a direct 
consequence of the debt cri31s of 1 982. 

-- , , --------
I t  The large difference between personal income and corporate tnJ( rates ex.plains the wide use 
of private holding companies. 
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Because of the high degree of ownership concentration in Chilean companies, 

control is exercised, in practice, through board membcrs elected directly or indirectly by 

the controlling groups. A sunrey of board practices aL large listed Chilean companies 

indicates that only 55 percent of all board members are not directly related by family to 

the controllers or are not executives in the company or in other company owned by the 

same controller:2 Moreover, Lefort and Walker (2000) show that, on average, each 
hoard member holds 1.6 seats where largest groups tend to centralize board positions in 
fewer people as compared to smaller groups. This evidence suggests that even board 
members elected with minority shareholder votes arc exclusive of group firms. An 
exception are board members ejected by pension funds in largc corporations. Iglesias 

(2000) shows that 1 0  percent of board members in fin:ns where pension funds own 

shares are elected wi th their votes. 

External mechanisms of contro l and corporate governance are rarely impurtant in 
Chi le. For instance, the efficiency increasing role of the market for cOlporatc control in 
Chile is restricted by the very high level of ownership concentration of companies. In 
the vast majority of companies high ownership concentration eliminates the possibility 
of hostile takeovers. However, Since 1998 a large number of acquisitions have taken 
place in Chile. Leforl and Walker (200 l )  analyzc 1 2  major acquisitions involving 

transfer Of control betwcen 1 996 and 1999. They fow1d that the average excess price 

for these 12 acquisitions was 70 percent, while the average control block purchased 

amounted to 40 percent of shares. On average, the cumulative abnormal return wns 
approximately 5 percent, indicating that the averagc acquisition was perceived as value 

enhancing by the market. 

B. Capital and Ownership Structures 
Lcfort and Walker (2000 and 2003) constructed consolidated balance sheets at the 

conglomerate level, for all non- financial public companies, in order to describe 

ownership and capital s1ructure of Chilean economic groups. Some of tile results are 

summarized in Table 2. As it was indicated above, groups are the predominant fonn of 
corporate stnIctW'e in Chile. The [able shows that companies affiliated to groups hold 

90 percent of total non-financial, listed assets. Table 2 shows that conglomerates have 

1 2  Spencer Stuart and the Business School of the POlllificia Universidad Cat61ieR de Chile 
prepared the 2000 Board Index Report based all board practices used by 55 large listed Ch ilean 
companies. 
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Table 2 
Importance of Chilean Conglomerates 

Conelomcnltes 1990 1994 1998 2002 

Assets RcI�tiv.: Asstls �ative AsAds ReI.tin A.lseb Relative 
size Ji7..e size size 

(MMUSS) (%) (MMllSSl (%) (MMUSS) -(%) (MMt'ID (0& 

l.argesl 4,617 22.0 9,454 14.0 16,220 23.0 11,306 20.5 

S largest 9,Ui4 44.0 34,0111 Sl.0 37,704 54.0 2li,J04 47.6 

10 1argO:S1 16,784 79.0 46,31' 69.0 49,357 70.0 37,OGB 67.0 

20 largest l 8,784 !IlI.O S4,2S9 81.0 57,570 81.0 46,6SS 84.5 

A U �nl1g1 omu",tI ell 19,422 91 .0 57,973 87.0 63,957 91.0 49,729 90.0 

Non-<llfili.lI"d 1,841 9.0 8Jm 13.0 6,059 9.0 s,sLJ 10.0 

1'0101 21,263 100.0 66,852 1 00.0 70,017 100.0 5S,241 100.0 

increased their use of debt reaching almost 55% in 2002. The evidence presented in 

Table 3 also shows that, in general. controlling �hareholders hold more equity than, in 

principle, is needed fOT control. The average controlling shareholder held 59 percent of 

the consolidated e�uity capital of the conglomcrnte in 2002. When interpreting l1us 

concentration figure, it is important to keep in mind, that a four layers pyramid stnJcturc 

can be controlled with less than 1 0% of consolidated eqllity. 

Some other interesting facts about capital structure in Chilean conglomerates are 

the following. Minority shareholders own around 40 percent of the equity contro l led by 

Chilean groups with pension funds managers and ADRs representing 25 percent each of 

minority shareholders interest. Regarding debt composition, Lefort ami Walker (2000) 

showed that conglomerat.cs are able to get significantly more long .. term and bond debt 

financing than non-affiliated finns. 
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Tabl�3 
Capital StrLlcture or Chilean Coog[ornerates 

C()nglomCT8tc� 1990. 1994 1998 1002 

DcbtJ Equity! Debt! Jo:quily/ Debtl Equity/ Debt! Equityl 
MSC!S AJI'� Asset< Asst!, Asset! Allel! Assets A"".lg 
(%) (%) (%) (%) -("/.) (%) (%) (%) 

L1Irgcsl 21.3 72.7 14.0 116.0 5J.2 46.8 58.1 41.? 

S largest 25.6 73.4 14.7 853 46.0 54.0 51.9 47.1 

10 19rg� 2G.6 73.4 17.9 82.1 44.9 55.1 55.1 44.9 

10 lag .. t 25.4 74.6 18.2 81.8 45.7 54J S4.ll 45.2 

All oooglomcTlltu 25.9 74.1 18_-; S I .5  46.7 53.J S4.1 45.3 

Non-9ffill"tcd 22.S 77.S 1 1 .1 88.9 42.7 57.J 43.4 56.6 

ToM 25.6 74.4 17.6 82.4 4ci.4 53.6 53.6 41i.4 

Table 4 
COlltrol Structure or Cbileao Cllnl!:lomer�tcs 

COlIglomcr.ces 1990 1�94 1998 2002 

CantroV External ! CootroV E1Ic",.I / Controll F.xC.nl�1 1  COlltroV Exturuo.lI 
Total .q. Control Tulul eq. Cuntrol Total �. Control Tot.I �. Control 

r%) (%) (%J (%) 
Lugclt 55.4 1.3 63.7 0.8 18.4 10.6 49.1 U 

5 1argcst 52.5 1.6 52.4 1.2 53.0 2.5 57.1 2.7 

10 l�rgc'l 52.9 1.6 53.2 I.J 56.0 2.2 60.1 2.7 

20 r�rge.1t S2.1 1.6 52.8 1.J 56.1 1..1 59.0 2.1 

All <:onglomcratH 52.J 1.6 53.6 l.J 57.0 1.3 58.8 2.8 

Noo.....rrTliaccd R5.) 0.5 98.0 (1.1 9J.S 0.9 - -

Total 55.1 1 .4 60.0 1 .0 60.4 2.1 - -
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V ,  Legal Background 

Corporate structure is also affected by laws and regulations, which themselves 

many times respond to shocks or transcendental events in thc political and economic 

environment, such as the ones outlined above. 

1. General framcworlc 
Table 5 shows the main laws and supervisory institutions that regulate fmancial 

activity in Chile. Among the laws, the most relevanl are the Banking Law, the Security 

Markets Law and the Corporations Law. In addition, a series of other laws and 

rCb'l1lations specify the rules of the game for institutional investors such as pension 

funds, mutual funds and fore ign capital investment funds, and rule bankruptcy 

procedw-cs among other things. Three main supervisory enlities overlook different 

aspects of financial markets in Chile. The "Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros" 

(SVS) is in charge of supervising capital markets functioning and public company 

information disclosure practices .  The "Superintcndencia de Dancos e Instilucioncs 

Financieras" (SDIF) supervises the compl i ance of banking regulations. Fin.allY, !he 

"Superintcndencia de Administradoras de Fondos de Pcnsiones" (SAFP) overlooks 

pension fund manager activities. The Central Bank also participates a�tively in the 

financial system regulatory and supervisory process, especially in issues regarding 

international transactions and fon:ign market participants. 

Self regulation is almost inexistcnt in Chilean capital markets. Regulations are 

imposed by the appropriate authorities and supervised by governmental entities. 

Although, thc Chilean legal system follows the tradition of French Civil Law, the 

Banking law, the Securi ties Market Law and the Corporations Law were written and 

rcfonned mimicking their homologues in the US . Since the Chilt:an Judiciary system 
does not have the flexibility of a judiciary under Common Law, some tension arises 

between the spirit of the Law and its application. 13 Moreover, there are still sharp 

differences in ownership concentration, market liquidity and law enforcement between 

Chile and the US . 

As indicated previously, thc 1 982-83 collapse of the financial system importantly 

shaped the evo lution of the bank ing sector. As a consequence of the crisis a munber of 
bailout mca�llres were taken. After the crisis (in 1 986) a comprehensive new banking 

- ---. _-------
1 3  See Laporta, Lupez-de-Si lanes, Sh leifer and Vishny ( [ 996). 
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c.n 
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Super. de 
Bancos 

Banking l aw 

- Restrictions o n 
Related lending 
-Unable to hold 
shares 
·Match ing 
requirements 
-Credit risk 
provisions 
·Pa rtial deposit 
insu ra n ce 

·Valuation at 
market pri ces 

--

Table S 

LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF CHILEAN eAPIT AL MARKETS 

Super. de Valores y Seguros S u per. de 
AFP 

Security Corporation I nsurance Pens io n 

m arkets law s law l aws fund laws 

·Rights of - I  nformatio n - Match ing · Limits on related 
shareholders requirements and requirements pa rty transaction s  i 
stated and financial - Strict reserve -Limits by 
protected statements requirements instrument type 
· Dual shares audited under ·Otherwise quite and issuer , 

allowed with GAAP flexi ble - I mportant ro le of I 
restrictions -Shareholder Risk Rating 
-Tender offer meeti ngs with Committee 
requirement cu mulative and ·Cannot buy 
when large proxy voti ng underpriviledged 
premiums offered -Board is shares 

governing body 
• Directors 

. represent al l  
- shareholders 

-- - - -



law was dictatJ.;d . In general terms, the new law included partjal deposit insurnnce;  

requirements that finan(;ial investments be valued at market prices; credit risk provision 

requirements; and restrictions on currency and maturity mismatching. 1n addition, the 

new law introduced strict limitations on related lending and prohibited banks to keep 
shares in their portfolios, with a few minor exceptioos. 14 The 1986 Banking Law is 

therefore partly responsible for the reduced importance of banks for corporate structure 
and governance in Chile. Bank credi t was substituted off as a corporate source of funds 

and replaced partly by equity issues and to a lesser ex:tent by corporate debt. AJso, 

banks stopped being a central unit of econumic group?, at least in organizational terms. 

At the end or 1 997 fit:w amendments were introduced to the 1986 Banking Law giving 

banks more flexibility and widening their business scope. I S  We can therefore guess 

that banks may bccume more important aclors in capital markets development and 

corpora1e governance in Chlle ill the future. 

The current institu1ional arrangements of Chilean capital markets developed 

starling in ] 980 with the creation of the main supervisory ent.ity, the "Superintendencia 

de Valores y Seguros". The Securities Market Law and the Corporatiom; Law comprise 

the legal framewOt"k govcming capital markets and the actions of listed companies in 

Chile. The main body of both the Corporal ions Law !rod the Securities Law was written 

in 1 98 1 .  In response to the cllanging enviro nment and as a conseguenre of the 

increasing financial integration and sophistication of Chilean capital markets, both laws 

Vv-ere amended in L 989  and more deeply in 1994. Modifications consisted mainly in 
broadening the investment alternatives to institutional investors. and improving the 
regulation in matters such as conflict of interests and risk rating systems. More recently 

both Laws were amended by the Law N° 1 9,705 of year 2000 known as the OPA Law:6 
III 200 ]  the Securities Market Law was again amended. 

1 4  Sec Eyzaguirre and Lefort ( L 999). 
15 The most important changes were the fol lowing: procedures for new bank licenses were 

e!1tablished; the Basle recommenuations on caprral requiremenls were adopted; regulations on 
new domestic brliJiches were simp lified; international branches and operations were more easily 
allowed; imd banks were al lowed to hold shares of companies in related business such as stock 
brokers, investment and mutual fund mnnagcrs, fllctoring and others. 
1 6  OPA stands as "ofcrta publica de adquisicion de a.cciones" and refers to the tender offer 
requirement during takeuvers. 
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2. Leg-dl Protection to Investors and Corporate Governance in Chile 
The recent interest for corporate governance practices around the world has also 

reached Chile. From the local point of view, the Jarge and controversial control 
pre1uiums, paid in several acquisitions of control stakes of flagship Chilean companies 

by foreign companies, have triggered legal refonn and investors' BW!lreness of the 

problem . A standard lramcwork lo analY7,e corporate governance practi ces is provided 

by the OECD principles. These principles acknowledge not only the importance of 

legal protection, but also other mechanisms of corporate governance. The principles are 

structured in 5 categories that look at shll(dlo1ders rights, boartl responsibilities and 

disclosure of information among others.17  AltJlOUgh it is difficu lt to ascerlain the extent 

of investor protection and of OECD principles compliance i,rl Chi le, Table 6 presents a 

tentative summary of the degree of compliance of the main OECD principles. This 

tahle was prepared based on the analysis of the legal framework, market participant's 

opinions and the conglomerate structure results discussed previously in this paper. TIle 
table shows that a preliminary review to corporate governance practices in Chile 
indicalcs that 1 1  out of the 1 6  OECD principles reviewed are adequately complied in 
Chile while 5 are not. These results indicate a 69% of compliance. Among the 
principles unsatisfactory compl ied it is interesting tu note some of the features of 
Chilean laws and conglomerate structure previously discU'lsed. F irst, among the 
shareholder rights, Chilean practices do not assure the correct discl osure of capi tal and 
ownership structures. Secondly, boards do nol tend to act in an independent manner 

from controlling shareholders. However, as I men.tioned above, board members elected 

by institutional investors have played an important role in several cases of alleged 

violation of minority shareholders rights. These board members are prohibited by law 

to vote for a candidate related to the controller and, therefore, their votes tcnd to 
represent the minority interest They arc required to discl ose their votes and candidates, 
and to inform the public of the reason behind those decisions. During the last few years, 

pension and investment fund managers have stand again st corporate actions that could 
hurt the interest of tbc funds in [he company, alerting the press and the authorities and 
initiating legal actions. However, the evidence suggests that the professional

independent board member is seldom present in CruJean corporations. 

1 7  Lefort (2003) looks at corporate governance in Chile and discusses Ihe compliance of scveral 
of these principles. 
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TABLE S 
CHI LEAN COMPUANCE OF OECD PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

I. The Rights of ShBreholdc� j . -.'�'�-.. --
GovelTlElnce framework should protect! S 
shareholders' rights. 

-�-jr.;i �::�: s::: ss:;�:;:-:-
--' I�:lose� ___ ._ -- . .. - --._-_.- - - .  . . .... " '-- "rl' . 

4-p;:1"arkets fur corporate control should be allowed S ,  

I . 

ID. Role of StRkeholde� in Co.rporate Govenmnce --. 
1 The corporate governance framework should 

__ . reco_grUze the rights ofstakeholders. 

2 Stakchoklers should have the opportunity to 
obtain efrective redress for violation oftheir rights. 

'-�� --'- -'� " " '" ." .•.... - --. 
3 Perfurmanc;e..enbanxment mechanisms fur 

stakeholder participation. 

IV: Disclosure and Transl>'l.rcncy 

S 

U 

. . __ ._. 
U to :function in anetficient arxI transparent manner. j 

5- lnvestors sho����ider the ��(; �;;d -b�nefits o� S 
I exercising their voting rights 

'--1 I I 1 Tnrely and accurate disclosure is made on alll U 

I.!: .. '!!t�.�9u.i.�l>�e. �.·!1:�tment of Share bolders 
J_.� 

. materni matters re�d� � c�rp.�� --I 
2 !financial and non-financial infunrotion must'beis 

prepared, audircd, and disclosed with high quality 
standards. 

! I , 
. -i ;'Eq�bb

·
t;C���-�f-�ii-�k�hold�·-��gi s j 

1 minority and fureign smrehokim. i ! 1 ·----::--1--·-··-····-· · - .. -- - - ... - ........... -._ .- �--
3 I lndepende:nt auditors must provide an eX1emal and I S � '_. __ . . __ .. _--._---=---< 

2 i lnsider trading and abusive self-dealing should be: S I 
I prohtbited. I I 

objective assurance about :financial statements. 

V. ResJJonsjbilities or.!� .. �.o� __ . ____ m . 1 _ : 
� I 

1 ; Strategic guidance ofth;-�ompany:-the effective S . 
!monitoring of manageJrent. and board's! :11 
iaccountabilily to shareholders. ' 

2 1h:: board should treat an shareholders fuirly. : s I 
3 �The board should act independcrrtly tromj U 

,'rmnage�nt an:! controIlill?, share�o.ldt::rs. I 

Satisfactory: 1 1  (69%) 
Unsatisfactory: 5 (3 1 %) 



With respect to current corporate governance practices, Chilean laws have played 

an important ro le . The SVS hns laking the lead in recent reforms promoting minority 

shareholders protection and more disclosure. fn December of 2001, the Securities 

Market Law and the Corporation� Law were amended. The amendment was. known as 

the Corporate Govel1).anee Reform and in1roduccd changes in five areas of the .Jaw. 

First, the market for control was regulated requiring that transactions invo lving changes 
of control were perforrocd through a tender offer under a version of the equal 

opportunity lUle. Second, the regulator increased the requirements on infonnation and 

disclosure to listed corpomtions, especially in the case of transactions with [elated 
parties. Third, large listed corporations were required to form a board conunittee with a 

majority of board members non related to the controller. The functions of this 

committee were specified by law. Fourth., share repw'chases were �lowed in order to 

implement stock option packages as an incentive to executives. Fifth, equal treatment 
of foreign shareholders was guaranteed by law especially in matters regarding voting 

procedures. The amendmcnl� included a transitory rule that allowed finns to postpone 

the adoption of the new regulations regarding changes of control for t.hrce years. Most 
large companies have filled for the transitory rule. 

In summary, I have shown that family groups are a common form of corporate 
structure in Chile.  Consistently with the hypothesis of Bu rkart, Panunzi aud SWeifer 

(2002) it is possible that the prese.nce of this type of corporate structure is due to the 
relatively low level of investor protection effectively set in place i n  the Chilean 

economy. Tn the rest of the paper I \\.iU lest different hypotheses regarding 
conglomerates, family business and firm performance using a large sample of Chilean 
listed firms. 

VI .  Empirical Procedure sDd Results 

1 .  General Procedure 

The main purpose of this section of dle paper is to empirical ly evaluate the effect 

of family ownership on finn market val uation. The basic proel.-dure consists in using a 
panel regression analysis to relate a mea..<;ure of market va.luation of the film to 

indicators of agem:y problems, affiliation to conglomerates, furnily ownership and a 
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series of controls at the firm and group level. The main indicator of market valuation 

will be the Tobin's 
q.18  

For the right hand side variables I include: 

( i )Sepuration of voting from cash flow rights at the finn level. I will measure 

separation considering direct and indirect holdings' of controllers and the 
existence of dual class shares. It is hypothesized that higher separation is 

associated with lower valuation. 

( ii )Firm affiliation to a conglomerate. There are competing hypothesis with 

respect to affi liation (see Lefort and Walker, 2003). However, I hypothesize 

that after controlling for separation of rights, affiliation to a conglomerate in 

emerging economies is value enhancing due to internal capital markets, 

information sharing and other synergies. 

( ili )Scparation of voting from cash flow rights at the group leveL It is a more 

complete measure of group affiliation. In addition to a standard dummy 

variable I use a measure of groups' cash flow rights constructed as the ratio 

between total consolidated equity capital in hands of 1he group' s  controllers 

and total consolidated assets ofthe conglomerate. By using the SVS definition 

of . conglomerates I am assuming that for all relevant purposes the 

conglomerate is controIlcd by the group, family or dominant company. 
Therefore, a higher cash-flow rights ratio implies that the cash-flow/voting 

rights ratio of the conglomerate is  also higher, and hence {he incentives for 

minority shareholder expropriation are less severe. I hypothesize that higher 

separation is associated with lower valua1ion and payout. 

( iv )Family ownership. I construct a dummy variable that takes the value of I 

whenever a firm is majority owned and effectively managed by a Chilean 

family. 

( v )Tbe main control variables at the finn level are time dummies (or GDP 

growth), 8 industry dummies, fum size, debt-equity rutio at market values, 

among others. 

1 8  Sec Lcfort (2003) for 0. summary of the weaknesses and strengths of such a measure. 
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The empirical model will ,  therefore, be of the type: 

Yu = a + PI (sep� ) + /32(/aml/ ) + fJJ (daffil;/ ) +  /3) (da/filil . !amh ) + f33(daffil" . grOUPI, ) 
+ ZFu ' 11 + ZG;r · r; + e'l 

Where: 

y: a fum performance and value indicator such as Tobin's q. 
sep: separation of cash from control rights at the firm level . 
daffil: affiliation to a conglomerate dummy. 
Jam: farruly managed. 
group _sep: separation of cash fwm control rights at,the group level. 
ZF: a set of control variables at the finn level, including Tobin's q in the 

Investment equation, and time and industry dummies. 

ZG: a set of control variables at the b'fOUP level. 

2. Datn 

rn order to measure the impact of afflliation to family groups on economic 

perfonnance I use Tobin's q calculated as the ratio between market and book value of 

company assets a� a measure of finn's value. By using the SVS definition of 

conglomerates I am assuming that for all relevant. purposes the conglomerate is 

controlled by the group, family or dominant company. Therefore, a higher cash-flow 

rights ratio implies that the cash-flow/voting rights ratio of the conglomerate is also 

higher, and hence, the incentives for rntnority shareholder expropriation ace less severe. 

For estimation purposes T have restricted the sample of public non-financial 

Chilean finns by removing from the sample all pure investment compan}es (usually 

forming part of a group) and very small companies that barely trade. This procedure 

meant that from the original sample of 246 firms I I<nd up with 198 non-financial. non

investment companies. 

To understand the two dimeosions of affiliation in this study, consider that, at any 

point in time, an individual rum might be classified at any of four possible 

combinations of categories: (i) Family business and affiliated to a conglomerate; CH) 

Family business and non-affiliated to a conglomerate; (iii) Non-family business and 

affiliated lo a conglomerate; and (i�) Non-family busines.s and non-affiliated 10 a 

conglomerate. Table 7 summarizes the distribution of data, as of 2002, in thcse four 

categories along the Lwo dimensions. For instance, the table shows that by 2002 and 

considering 198 listed, non financial Chilean [urns, a total of 1 5 8  (80%) were family 

business, while a total of 1 29 (65%) belonged to an economic group. Now, 105 (53% 
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Table 7 
Family business and Group affiliation of Chilclln listcd compani<.:s 

(2002) 

Group affi l iated Non-group affiliated 

Family business 1 0 5  53% 66% 53 27% 34% 

81% 77% 

Non-family business 24 12% 50% 1 6  8% .w% 
1 9% 23% 

ToraJ 1 29 65% 69 35% 

Figure I 
The Luksic Family Group 

I LUKSIC I ' 
61 ,78% 93.57% 73.56% 93.50% 60,0a% 

I 1 
, Iteel'S S.URilI 

60.33% 88,71% 7.020/, 4!1.54'Yo 96.20% 

0,05% "-I NDAlU M ,:1 2ll..22'll. 

Figure 2 
The ENDESA Chi le Group 
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of the total) firms were both family business and belonged to a group (family group) , 

while only 1 6  (8% of the total) were neither family nor affiliated to a gruup. The table 

also shows that a majority (66%) of family businesses are also affiliated to 11 

conglomerate, and that mosL firms affiliated to a conglomerate (80%) are family 

controlled. 

The distinction between family businesses and conglomerates in Chile may 

captW'f: aspects other than sir:nple the corporate structure. [n fact, an interesting feature 

of conglomerates in  Chile is that they tend to be constructed through similar pyramid 

structures regll{dless of the identity of the controller. Figures I and 2 show the structure 

of two major Chilean conglomerates: (i) the Luksic family, 8 traditional Chilean group; 

and (ii) ENDESA, control led by the multinational ENDESA Spain. 

3. Main Results 
] want to answer the question of whether farruly ownership und control affects the 

market value of individual firms in Chile. As I .already have mentioned, I use Tobin's q 

as a measure of market value and regress ie against a set of finn level variables and 

some conglomerate leVel variables. The main control variables at the firm level are 
time dummies, 8 industry dummies, debt-equity ratios (at market values) and finn size. 
In terms of conglomerate level variables I use a group dummy, the cash-flow variable 
and a measure of the size of the conglomerate through the market value of total assets of 

public companies controlled by the group. 

Table 8 presents the main results. I run four panel regression using pooled least 

squares estimation with heteroseedastic consistent standard errors . l' Both the time 
dummies 'and the industry dummies were statistically significant individually and as a 

group in the four different specifications. Also, I .fiod that larger finns have a higher 

Tob.in.',s q indicating higher market valuation, while more indebted firms present lower 

market valuation after controlling for other factors. Both coefficients were statistically 

significant regardless of the econometric specification. 
The first regression only includes a group affilia1ion dwnmy in addition to the 

already mentioned controls. The coefficient is not significantly different from zero. 

Regarding family business, the first regression includes a dummy variable taking the 

value of 1 whenever a firm on a specific date was both owned and managed by a 

19 We did not use fixed or random effects estimation due lo near singularity of1he variance
covariance matrix. 
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Table 8 

Panel Regressions 
Tobin's q 

Method: GLS (Cross Sectioll Weights) 
Total �ar\el (unbalanced) observations: 7 1 1  

Variable Coefficienl p value Coefficie.1l1 p value Coefficient p value Coefficient p value 

C -0. 1 6  23.8% 0.04 76.5% -0 .19 1 9 .5% -0.29 6.2% 
OGRUP -0.02 48.5% 0.06 2.5% 0 . 1 8  10.3% 

YAM -0.22 0.0% -0 .22 0.0% -0.05 5 1 .2% 

lNVLV 0.37 0.0% 0 . 1 8  1 3 .2% 

INVLV �D GRUP 0.29 4.0% 

YAM *DGRUP -0.26 0.7% 

OA I -OAI 0.0% -0.39 0.0% -0.26 (l.0% -0.26 0.0% 
LAINO DJ ] 0.0% 0.1 J 0.0% 0. 1 1 0.0% O.l l 0.0% 
1) 10 -0.22 0.0% -0.20 0.0% -0. 17 0.0% -0.13  0.6% 
020 ·0.32 0.0% -0041 0.0% -OM 0.0% -0.37 0.0% 

030 0.09 9.8% 0.14 0.5% 0. 1 2  3.2% 0. 1 2 2.6% 

D40 0. 1 5  0.2% -0.02 64.5% 0.06 23.7% 0 .03 6'0.8% 

050 -0.26 0.0% -0.27 0.0% -0.2) 0.0% -0.23 0.0% 
D60 ·0.45 0.0% -0 ,45 0.0% -0.44 0.0% ·0.43 0.0% 

070 -0.22 0.0% -0.2 1 0.0% -0. 1 9  0 .0% -020 0.0% 

DI994 0.07 14.9% 0.10 9.2% 0. 1 7  0.5% 0.L8  0.3% 
D I 99G -0.24 0.0% -0.28 0.0% -0.23 0 .0% -0.22 0.0% 

0 1 998 -0 .57 0.0% -0.67 0.0% -0 .5 9 0.0% -0.57 0.0% 

02000 -0. 5 8  0.0% -0.64 0.0% -0.57 0.0% -0.56 0.0% 

D2002 -0.53 0.0% -0.59 0.0"/0 -{l.5 J 0.0% -0.51 0.0% 

Statistics 

R-squared 0.321 0.38) 00404 0 0406 
Adjusted R-sqllared 0.308 0.370 0.390 0.389 

S.B. of regressiOD 0.625 0.591 0.580 0 .580 
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Chilean family. The regression shows that companies munaged by the controlling 

family present a lower market valuation. Their Tobin's q is 0.22 lower than a non

family flrm. The third regression sees whether this result is robust to changes iD the 
specification and the inclusion of other explanatory variab les related to group affiliation. 

The regression shows that finns affiliated to a group have a slightly higher valuation 

and that the value of a finn importantly increases when the separation between cash 

flow and control rights decreases . futerestingly, the negative family coefficient is very 

robust to this new specification. 

The last regression in Table 8 includes two different interaction effects. First, I 

included an interaction beLwecn affil i ation to a b'T(}uP and separation between cash flow 

rights and control rights. The regression indicates that among firms affiliated to an 
economic group, lower separation increases va1uc in an important way. finally, firms 

affiliated to family groups present an important market discount, indicating that the 

market penalizes them with n:specL to groups controlled , for instance, by foreigl! 

compnnies. 

Two important caveats have to be considered in nnalyzing these results. First, the 

regressions measure the marginal effect of group affiliation, family control anu 

separation of cash flow from control rights on market valuation of traded shares. Hence, 

it does not measure (jrro perfoonance. In other words, a firm affdiated 'to a 

conglomerate controlled by a family might do very wel1 in terms of the controller 

interest, even if the market decides to penalize the valUl: of shares traded in the stock 

market. Consi�tcnt with this view, Lefort and Walker (200 1) found \hat shares privately 

acquired to gain control of Chilean (raded fi nns between 1996 and 2000 were acquired 

at a 70% premium over market price. Of wurse, part of this premium, as well as, part 

of the discount obtained in these estimations could be due to the lack of liquidity of 

traded shares not captured by the size of firm assets. 

The second consideraHon has to do with the potential endogencity problems in 

this type of regressions a� discussed by Klapper and Love (2003). Both separdtion of 

cash from contro l rights and family ownership could be endogenously determined by 

the finn's contracting environment. For instance, firms with more tangible asscts or 

more growth opportunities would want to improve corporate governance mechanisms in 

order to mise external fmance. In such a situation, they may decide to reduce separation 

of control and cash flow rights or transfer control lO non-family foreign companies. 

However, thesc lypes of firms arc also prone to present relatively higher market 
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valuation, and thus the endogeneity problem. In this paper I assume that contracting 

differences among firms operating in the same country are minor, and that growth 

opportunities are adequately controlled by industry dummies and firm size. 

w. Conciul:Iions 

When a founding or controlling family decides to hold on to control un appoint 
members of the family ill key top executive positions they are balancing the pros and 

cons of that decision. On the onc hand, having rdntives in management mitigates the 

agency problem that the controll ing family might face delegating their authority to an 

external manager. On the other hand, the tamily might bc risking lower performance if 

such a decision implies using relatively less talented managers. 

The evidence provided in this paper indicates that in the case of the highly 

concentra1ed Chilean companies, family management of a company is associated to a 

market discount. This evidence is consistent wjth the hypothesis of imperfect 

correlation of talent across generations. However, as J explained earlier in the paper, 

most Chilean groups have less than 30 years of existence and therefore, the succession 

problem is not likely to be very important in Chile. 

An alternative hypothesis in order to explain the f1J1dings �n this paper is that 

family business in Chile, especially those that function as a conglomerate, present worst 

corporate governance practices. The idea would be that although Chilean fwnilies 

might have successful ly decreased. agency costs imposed to them, they are still 

imposing a larger agency co·st than non-family business to minority shareholders, and 

the market is penal izing them for that. 
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